
Inside McDonalds Kitchen
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24. Adjective



Inside McDonalds Kitchen

Mr. Noun , the owner of McDonalds decided to give AIS-Rs middle school a tour of McDonalds kitchen

. All the Noun Verb - Past Tense McDonalds because they thought it was Adjective . So

when they entered the kitchen they were all like Interjection . They saw the fridge was full of

Noun - Plural and Noun - Plural . Number groups went to the Possessive Noun side of

the kitchen. One of the students named Jessica saw a burger in what looked like a microwave. She decided to eat

because she didnt have any lunch. She tried to bite into it but she couldnt. She Verb - Past Tense and

Verb - Past Tense ,but couldnt bite into the burger. The burger looked very Adverb . So

Pronoun decided to investigate more on this. Mr. Noun was still giving the Adverb

students the tour. He gave them a choice to have a free bottle of ketchup Conjunctions mustard home.

Meanwhile, Jessica was still nosing around in the kitchen. She climbed Preposition a ladder and

discovered a Size amount of pink slime in a jar called Special Spices on a huge shelf.

Interjection !Jessica shouted! She sniffed and made a face. She ran quickly to inform her friends

Preposition it was late! By the time she got to her friends they were eating the burgers Adverb

The teacher announced that they were going to see Celebrity . Right after that moment the chef stuffed a

burger in her Body Part with a Adjective smile and soon after that she forgot completely what she

saw.
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